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emphasized theme: organized, systematic, corruption.

Introduction:
The system allows you to see between the lines of matrices in life. The connections, roots and deviations are
in the threads that hold the world together. Once you can read the system, order is in place and we can
identify the problems. Dark, chaos and conflict won't be such a big deal as long as we navigate out of it in
time with the right planning, preparations and mentality.
So i figured ideas are great and its fun to dig for ideas alphabetized and all but wouldn't it be cool to go back
to an ideas roots, understand it's process, origins and be able to navigate the emotion or idea in a cleaner
richer and colorful spectrum and interface that is tasteful and efficient?
The reason why i bring this up is if everything is done a certain way and we made a system for organizing
ideas so that we can see the whole picture, there is potential for things becoming very systematic and
almost automated.
Especially for an AI to understand our thought process and language; in computing everything is much
simpler with complex emotions and ideas when there are a connections and roots. I also thought that this was
a good idea because if we can draw the course and find the elements and components that make up what we
are, see the course and do what is required to optimize our efforts we will increase our efficiency ten fold.
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It is good to see where we stand, where we are going and what we are thinking. The color spectrum for ideas,
the mapping of colors, virtues, emotions, ideas and paradigms is an interesting approach to studying
the cause of delusion, distinguishing propaganda, and the worst of it all corruption.
Yes, I’m writing this in attempt to counter corruption. Including a periodical purge and starting from a clean
slate reborn idea. This is just a meditative idea of letting go of convictions, doubt and corruption that may be
instilled in the mind. That convenient, intuitive, good ideas will stay or be reformed and a new approach to
build a new tree until it is refined to perfection is the idea. I believe in distillation, filtration and cleansing
of ideas in hopes of finding the truth.
A proposal of an overhaul of the system would be wrong for me to say, but i would like to build something
complimentary to our basic systems. That would change our ideas what your nature (religious, scientific,
neutral, secular, humanist) and more on the lines of what do we need and what is the problem to be solved.
The mentality of being the change out of the will of the better good is essential to this world.
Introduction to three dimensional poetry;
Refer to: Fate of the infinite, eternal, ambiguous three worlds. Pt 1
A Psychological Scientific Synthesis of the Spiritual Frontier Pt. 2
Usually there would be a title for the book of thoughts. The system is one of fractals resulting the upper
stanza will hold a general macrocosm of the sphere whereas the lower stanzas will break off into smaller
fractals. From book, chapter, sentence/stanza, and words they break down to smaller components as they
progress downward. Every tree has a tag which usually starts the stanza for the chapters off. Traditionally
there is usually only 3 trees physical, mental and spiritually. The fourth is the assumption that all three realms
share a point and can resolve their differences and find a solution which is a vertical ascending nature i intend
to call benevolence. Out of love, compassion and understanding comes the dimension defying element that
works towards a higher light, usually upwards in the pyramid like spectrum.
For example the traditional trio, power, wisdom and courage; Love would transcend all three and act as a
medium gateway to the higher domain of the system which is all under the family tree virtues. We now look
at Function and wonder what the other 2 components would be function, paradigm and purpose. We realize
that the tree comes from the book of Infinity so we trace it back to that.
Infinity; Hero's words tree: Purpose, Function and Paradigm. Manifestation.
(1) Purpose: Consciousness, Identity and Ideals. Intuitive values.
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(2) Function: Power, Wisdom and Courage. Passion.
(3) Paradigm: Perseverance, Redemption and Love. Transcendence

What I’ve done above was take the tradition Infinity's; Hero's words tree and changed it into a transcendence
tree adding the ascending traits. The Manifestation Tree now exists and we describe what this tree is capable
of; through this tree we realize that manifestation through these ideals can bring Teleportation, Time travel
and Telepathy. And the ascending element that would ultimately come out is materialization which is the
creation of things from thin air.

(4) Manifestation: Teleportation, Time Travel and Telepathy. Materialization.
(This below is just a footnote to remind me of what it is I’m looking for).
(5) body, mind, spirit and soul.
This poem allows the transcending of the world of space, time and dimension.
This tree's study would enable great potentials if mastered but this is only true if we were using the human
body to it's highest potential.. Like 90% of the brain for example. Instantaneous evolution and transformation
is something out of our order and ability thus these are equivalent to fable and reduced to fictional writing.

Reading from the mapping of this tree spectrum brought me to speculate;
From this tree i extracted that the body; Through purpose, obtaining consciousness, power and living under
the theme of perseverance. In fruition can inherit the manifestation of Teleportation.
From this tree i extracted that the mind; Through function, obtaining identity, wisdom and living under the
theme of redemption. In fruition can inherit the manifestation of Time Travel.
From this tree i extracted that the spirit; Through paradigm, obtaining ideals, courage and living under the
theme of love. In fruition can inherit the manifestation of Telepathy.
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From this tree i extracted that the soul; Through manifestation, intuitive values, passion and living under the
theme of transcendence. In fruition can inherit the manifestation of Materialization.

Probably not the best tree to do an introductory on because of how weird it is but hopefully you get the
point. As i said this tree is unbalanced and probably more on the lines of fictional than logical and almost
borderline nonsensical. Definitely fun though.
Please note Purpose, Function and Paradigm is something that requires a bit of potential, inheritance and
work. It's a combination of things that attribute to these unnatural abilities and not something expected out
of ordinary human beings. Keep in mind but don't let it trouble your thoughts.
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There are four books to be familiar with, Book of: Life/Death(Eternity), Ethos Syndicate (Ambiguity), The 3
Worlds (Divinity), Hero's Word (Infinity), Book of Consensus (Synchronicity) and Book of Universal
(Completion).

Life, Limbo and Death

A Holographic Poem of the 4th Depth. 4 different levels and 4 different degrees.
This elemental Stanza is the summary composition of everything.
Completion: Universe, Truth and God. Determined Fate.
Refer to: Fate of the infinite, eternal, ambiguous, syncronicity, completion of three worlds. Please understand
that Determined Fate is the product of fate of the infinite, eternal, ambiguous, synchronicity of three worlds.
And Completion is the macrocosm overview of the entirety of the all aspects of what we experience.

Life is not one thing, it is composed of many things and my work is to map out and align the elements and
compositions of what life is made up of into compartmentalized components to see the integrated process. I
have interpreted this system to be in a 3 sided pyramid shape with each corner being an element and a fourth
one being a balance of all 3 ascending vertically being the magenta color. It's not a particularly perfect science;
it's more of expressions, systems and functions mechanism hence why the work is so colorful. The work i do
is beyond any selfish comprehension not of this world and inspirations of its origins still unknown to me
other then what my resonating intuition beckons. I hope this information becomes a source of your
inspiration; understanding this may even become invaluable to you as it is to me.
This is what i call a poem of the 4th depth. It has 4 different levels and 4 different degrees. This is more
practically suited for a hologram which is not something easily accessible at the moment. Though this is a
work for higher truth and understanding of progression in its roots in terminology we can understand, I
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would take this with a grain of salt for everything should be taken in moderation for everything is also on
standby for future modification and alterations. Enjoy yourself hopefully you've learned something during
your stay.

(1)Book of Completion: (a)Universe, (b)Truth and (c)God. (d) Determined Fate.
(2)Universe: (a)Physical, (b)Mental and (c)Spiritual. (d)Benevolence.
(3)Truth: (a)Reality, (b)Fact and (c)Actuality (d)Paradigm.
(4)God: (a)Omnipotent, (b)Omniscient, (c)Omnipresent (d)Omnibenevolent.
(5) Determined Fate: (a)empowerment, (b)enlightenment, (c)inspiration, and (d)romanticism.

Progressive levels Red, Blue and Green are elements. Magenta is vertical ascending progression.
Progressive degrees Black, Orange and Yellow are progressive elements.
The ascended progression is supposed to be the synthesis of all three elements resolved and put together in
order to "ascend" as a solution.
An important fact is distinguishing words from sentences from paragraph from book. All are in a different
microcosm within the macrocosm of this fractal library. For example Universe as a book would have 3 levels
below it like chapter, sentences then word. The reason the book "Universe" from pt.1 is different from pt. 2
is pt. 2 is generalizing from the macrocosm what the universe is whereas pt.1 of the universe book is only
describing the physical domain of the universe.

First stanza, poem's entry title is "Completion". The World is composed of the Universe, Truth and God.
Ascending element is the "Determined Fate".
Second stanza. Universe is composed of Physical, Mental and Spiritual. Ascending element is Benevolence.
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Third stanza. Truth is composed of Reality, Fact and Actuality. Ascending element is Paradigm.
Fourth stanza. God is composed of Omnipotent, Omniscient and Omnipresent factors. Ascending element is
Omnibenevolent.
Fifth stanza. Determined Fate is composed of empowerment, enlightenment, and inspiration. Ascending
element is romanticism.
Column (a) is of the physical realm aligned with Universe, Physical, Reality, Omnipotent and Empowerment.
Column (b) is of the mental realm aligned with Truth, Mental, Fact, Omniscient and enlightenment.
Column (c) is of the spiritual realm aligned with God, Spiritual, Actuality, Omnipresent, Inspiration and
romanticism.
Column (d) is of the benevolent realm aligned with Determined Fate , Benevolence, Paradigm,
Omnibenevolent and romanticism.

Completion: Universe, Truth and God. Determined Fate.
Universe: Physical, Mental and Spiritual. Benevolence.
Truth: Reality, Fact and Actuality Paradigm.
God: Omnipotent, Omniscient, Omnipresent Omnibenevolent.
Determined Fate: empowerment, enlightenment, inspiration, and romanticism.
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Book of Consensus. (Synchronicity)

Here is the poem for what the universe consists of and it's colored spectrum.
State of being in this physical universe is space, time and dimensions. The last one i call benevolence.
space; dark, medium and light.
time; past, present and future.
dimensions; microcosm, home plane, macrocosm.
benevolence; alternate, experiential and multidimensional

To also include that there are elements to the universe that contribute and compliment the human perception
which are these human attributes which should be included to the spectrum. (aspects considered trivial unless
human conscience is involved.):
Realm: Abundance, Creation and Desolation.
Status: Life, Limbo and Death.
Location: X, Y and Z
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Book: The Eternal; Book of Life

Chapter: Body of Honor
Paragraph: Esteem, Respect, Rank
Sentences: Worth, Value and Opinion, Deference, Authority and History, Ability, Awareness and Records.

Chapter: Body of Love
Paragraph: Love self, Love earth, Love heaven.
Sentences: Caring, Respecting and Knowing Self, People, Places and Things, Honor, Love and Service

Chapter: Body of service
Paragraph: Creator, Teacher and Healer
Sentences: Give, Sustain and Take, Educate, Provide and Correct, Grow, Nurture and Mend
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Death

Often we think of life and death as opposites, contrary to that idea there is life in death also.
In death there are stages of grief:
Stages of Grief:
Denial: Is usually the initial action of the grieving process. It is a statement saying that something is not true
or real. And when that statement is made, ignorance is the world the person dwells in.
Anger: Is the frustration and emotion of being upset or annoyed. It is born out of this denial and shows that
we are not ready. We direct it on anything we can think of even blaming it on the deceased for leaving us or
us leaving them.
Bargaining: Making an agreement in which people or groups say they will do or give something in exchange
for something else.
Depression: A serious medical condition in which a person feels very sad, hopeless, and unimportant and
often is unable to live in a normal way. One depression is loss of money, time and experiences. The other
depression is our quiet preparation to separate and bid our farewells.
Acceptance: The quality or state of being accepted or acceptable. It is when a person finally reaches the point
of understanding and accepting the misfortune for their grievance.
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Book: Ethos Synthesis; Book of Ambiguity

Chapter: Identity, Science, Humanism or Religion.

Paragraph: Courage, Truth and Love. Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom. Hope, Faith and
Redemption. Father, Son and Holy Ghost.

Sentence: Nothingness, Darkness, Emptiness, Goodness, Beauty, Truth, Will to Change, Emotions, Intellect,
Changes, Attributes and Consciousness. Relinquishment, Lightness, Evenness, Argument, Empiricism,
Simplicity, Humility, Perfectionism, Precision, Scholarship, Void and Curiosity. Humility, Prudence, Wisdom,
Patience, Reserve, Gentleness, Zeal, Vigilance, Piety, Generosity, Gravity and Silence. Compassion, Valor,
Justice, Sacrifice, Honor, Spirituality, Humility, Friendship, Generosity, Courtesy, Piety, and Honesty.
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This third book will be called Divinity; The Trilogy of Three Worlds.

HEAVEN IS: (Book of Light and abundance)
Categories: (Stars and space) Cosmos, Eternity and Divinity.
Behavioral: (Angelic conscience, Angelic nature) Joy, Hierarchy and Unity.
Form: (Duality of condensed functions) Frequency, Core and Radiance.
Idealism: (Glorifying and Falling) Honor, Love and Service.
EARTH IS: (Book of Earth and creation)
Categories: (Creation, Evolution) Science, Humanism and Religion
Behavioral: (human conscience, human nature) Chaos, Identity and Order.
Form: (duality of negative and positive functions) Wave, Particle and Oscillation.
Idealism: (Redeeming and faltering) Redemption, Hope and Faith.
HELL IS: (Book of Dark and desolation)
Categories: (Devouring and Torment) Abyss, Empty Suffering and Nothingness.
Behavioral: (Demon conscience, Demon nature) Rage, Cast Rank and Discord.
Form: (Duality of deviant functions) Sound, Earth and Darkness.
Idealism: (Carnage and Failing) Destruction, Hate and Legion.
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A final synthesis Book of Infinity; Hero's words tree:

Book of Infinity; Hero's words tree: Purpose, Function and Paradigm. Manifestation.
(1) Purpose: Consciousness, Identity and Ideals. Intuitive values.
(2) Function: Power, Wisdom and Courage. Passion.
(3) Paradigm: Perseverance, Redemption and Love. Transcendence
(4) Manifestation: Teleportation, Time Travel and Telepathy. Materialization.

Footnote: (5) platform: body, mind, spirit and soul.
Transcending the worlds of space, time, dimension and beyond
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Intro: The Book of life. The book of life is about the Bodies of Honor, Love and Service. The Angelic ideals
of what humans are striving for. A life of merit, purpose and experience is the life we truly strive for. These
bodies of ideals have deeper meanings and fractal out to smaller realities which we will explore. We will
explore each realm of these subjects and categories one at a time from the top down each row being a new
level.
Chapter 1: Body of Honor
The body of honor is illusive and difficult to understand. It belongs in a world of the mind and identity.
Honour is where a person’s worth is respected and famed. It is a world where a person’s role is crucial to the
matter at hand. A Profile of a person is subject to scrutiny and undermining in most cases if your rank is low.
If your esteem is low it’s probably even worse because you show doubt and hesitation. Your competence is
now questioned and now the respect for you for who you are in moments is shattered. It’s an illusion based
on appearance alone but it holds one thing that makes a difference on any platform or field. It is the power to
hold authority over another person; Authority is interesting in it’s nature in that it is built on law, credit and
favor. It is built and no other force can build a system other then to build one on authority.
Body of Honor> Esteem
Esteem is a delicate thing in that it can be shattered in moments. It is critical that a person think rationally,
positively and decisively when in a high position. It is required that the person is competent in all matters in
the line of work; in order to work in a civil matter to solve the problem. Esteem is built from the bottom up
every time you face a new problem, person or event you must rebuild your esteem to higher levels in order to
get the job done. This is a very necessary when you are open minded and need to adapt to a new situations.
Esteem is a very powerful driving tool that literally drives your vehicle. It is like driving a car, you need a
competent mindset in order to make decisions on the road. If you lack confidence in making a turn people
walk all over you. Take charge of your esteem to regain control of yourself and your situation.
Body of Honor> Respect
Respect is hard to acquire, sustain and give. So don’t mess it up. The key to respect is to be truthful and
honest in all situations, to find the best solution in all case scenarios. Respect is earned and a great way to
have people follow you if you are respected. In most cases when you see an elderly that is a sign of automatic
respect called deference. A person who has fought many battles or had many experiences may also be very
well respected. Respect in a sense gives the atmosphere or field of authority that is required in a fast pace
decision making scene. Who do you listen to; not your equal beside you on the field but a superior. It is hard
to give respect if you are stubborn but with experiences together you’ll gain confidence in one another.
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Body of Honor> Rank
Rank is a hierarchy; It is built from above down. The Leader at the top to the workers at the bottom. In each
ranking system there are always subdivisions that take care of smaller groups which take care of smaller
groups and so forth. Rank is administered by people above the hierarchy and people with authority in the
company/group may act and call people to act on behalf of them. When this happens remember to act with
caution so not to offend or cause people to lose trust in you because your superior will also lose that trust
from the higher ups. Rank too is a delicate animal in that if you are found incompetent you may be finding
yourself a demotion or totally new undesired work position. Think rationally before you take actions out of
your daily routine script.
Body of Honor> Esteem> Worth, Value and Opinion
Worth is an interesting topic in that of self worth. If you feel good and do good the world shines brighter.
Value is necessary in that you use them to evaluate your situation and make the right decision. Opinion is
based on rumours and inadequate basis therefore should be taken lightly. It is good to change from an
opinion but do not change unless you cannot perform the action any better as you currently are. That is called
wasted energy.
Body of Honor>Respect>Deference, Authority and History
Deference is the automatic respect and authority of an elderly or senior person. Authority is the key to being
in charge of a situation and handling the said situation. It is one of the most fundamental key to any system
that occurs in the world. The Key to success is to have the most authority above all, with authority everything
is unlocked to you. Also to have all the keys would be a waste if you cannot use them, expand your horizon
and explore different aspects of your role. For fear is not a authoritative virtue. History is an important part
of who you are and will bring respect and therefore honour to your name, this will ultimately lead to authority
again.
Body of Honor>Rank>Ability, Awareness and Records
The ability to do things is the reason why there is rank. Rank enables a person to open doors to opportunities
but ability allows the person to complete the actual objective. A person of rank must have awareness of the
world around them in order to be the authoritative figure they are said to be. Records whether you are
breaking them or getting recorded help show your legitimacy in the industry/world to become a more
valuable part of society
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Book: The Eternal; Book of Life

Chapter: Body of Honor
Paragraph: Esteem, Respect, Rank
Sentences: Worth, Value and Opinion, Deference, Authority and History, Ability, Awareness and Records.

Chapter 2: Body of Love
The body of love is composed of Love of self, Love of Earth and Love of Heaven.. The meaning of life is
deeply engraved in the compassion, understanding and communication between you, The Earth and Heaven.
It is our understanding of these things and love for them that sustains and helps us grow as people. Through
our daily interactions with these material things and experiences; We Radiate our love to improve ourselves as
human beings. Love is the essence that drives the world in that it nurtures, sustains and heals everything that
it comes in contact with. Love is essential to a divine relationship with yourself, the earth and heaven; It is
what connects these worlds. If Love did not exist we would never have had any happiness in our lives. Your
parents would never have conceived, you would never have grown up, your existence would have been trivial
– purpose in life would be extinguished. Love is the core of our system, without it we are lost.
Body of Love> Love Self
In order to experience the fullness of life you must first accept yourself for who you are. Any past wrongs,
your appearance and anything negative things that makes you question your worth must be eliminated. You
cannot do anything about it and may end up dwelling on such things. Life is about exploring, experiencing
things and rewarding yourself. Look after one another and even your neighbours. Don’t separate yourself
from those who are also suffering and enduring the human condition that is life. To understand how your
body of love works is your responsibility. The essence and body of love; Live it and be it.
Body of Love> Love Earth
To love earth is to savour life; To understand the vast number of things and appreciate it. Appreciate from
the mystic mountains down to the grain of white sand on a beach. Loving people is essential and you must
not hold grudges. It holds you back in life and if you forgive and forget you give the person a chance to
change and help yourself be free in life. Life is to be shared, even the pain of it. Seeing other peoples
challenges and sufferings may bring a better understanding of the person and thus a higher respect for them.
Enjoy puzzles, technology and conversation there are so many things a person can do in life and it doesn’t
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have to be restricted to work. Invent things, create things and express things; there is so much work that
needs to be done on Earth and your creativity is key to making the world more liveable.
Body of Love> Love Heaven
To love heaven is to know that there are other entities that are working with you to get you through your day.
We share life and their life is in the work of building your life. Let them inspire you to bring greater joy into
the world. Heaven is our ideal future in a sense, it could actually be our very future we are striving for. To
honor heaven is to honor it’s ideals; Heaven stands for Honor, Love and Service. It is the vehicle we must
take to get to our destination that is our future. They are all assigned a star to aid to get through hardships
and challenges so don’t be afraid to ask for help when it is needed. Be aware though that they work in the
ways of god in that they won’t give you what you want, but what you need in order to grow and move on to
the next stages of life.
Body of Love> Love Self> Caring, Respecting and Knowing Self.
Essentially this is about yourself. Caring is the ability to think consciously of what you can do to change as a
person. Respecting yourself in that you take care of yourself and affirm that your body is your temple is one
step. Knowing yourself is to understand how you work, what makes you tick and all the trivial things that
make your life experience enjoyable.
Body of Love> Love Earth> People, Places and Things
Love People, enjoy serving. They will also serve you in one way or another. Help guide and understand things
that they don’t understand. Love Places, enjoy traveling and seeing sights. Love Things, there are so many
worlds of things you can get involved in from the studies, to invention, to arts and expression.
Body of Love> Love Heaven > Honor, Love and Service
Love to Honor means to keep trying to gain respect from others and a strong reputation with your peers.
You don’t need acknowledgement from them but if they know what you are capable of they can rely on you.
Love to Love means to enjoy spreading joy, nurturing healing energy to those around you where ever you go.
Love to service means to enjoy helping others find what they need and bringing them to a higher state of
living by what ever means.
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Book: The Eternal; Book of Life

Chapter: Body of Love
Paragraph: Love Self, Love Earth, Love Heaven.
Sentences: Caring, Respecting and Knowing Self, People, Places and Things, Honor, Love and Service

Chapter 3: Body of Service
Body of Service> Creator
We are Creators; You make ideas into visions into reality. You can imagine and invent things that others have
never thought about. The gift of creation is one that should not be neglected, a person should take full
advantage of their ability to craft and make things with the technique and technologies out there. Creativity is
your best friend and thinking out of the box to invent something never been done before will take us one
step close to our ideal future. A Creator’s goal is to explore the world of imagination and mold something
from scratch to become something functional, useful or out of this world.
Body of Service> Teacher
We are all Teachers; We make others see a new world and understand new things that they do not. Our role
is to provide things of substance and material in order to help them learn these amazing new things.
Encouragement and motivation of a child goes a long way. As a teacher people look up to you and seek you
when they have questions. Your job is also to attempt correcting those who are lost, confused and wrong to
see what they are missing or misunderstand. It is not your job to hold their hands in the process but a push in
the right direction is the best idea.
Body of Service> Healer
We are all Healers: We are nurturers of society and love is the best way to heal those who are hurt, lost and
confused. We give to those who need help to show that we care. We stand by people to make sure they are
okay to go on with their lives. Life has meaning when you’re a healer and working through love. You are
mending wounds mentally by talking about life, love and light. Correcting people and showing them their
wrongs requires a mental healing process that undoes what they have programmed, teaches them what to do
and gives them an opportunity to change for the better. That mental healing process is your action, so speak
and act out of love.
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Body of Service> Creator> Give, Sustain and Take
Giving is the process of parting with something that may not be much worth to you but some/much worth
to another. Sustaining as a Creator is the need to provide for and nurture something you have created.
Watering your plant is an act of sustaining as a creator. After you have given life to something, you want to let
it grow, give it attention and let it reach it’s potential such as a child. Responsibility is what it all comes down
to when it comes to sustaining. You can also take or destroy your creation so that you can start new it is all in
your power and you choose what you want to do with it as a creator.
Body of Service> Teacher> Educate, Provide and Correct
Education is a major part of a developing mind and with interaction through life a person may gain it’s full
experience. Educating a person is to show them new things they do not know; techniques, diversity and
growth will help them reach their potential understanding of life. Providing for an individual is essential to
their success in that you give those tools and things that aid their success by going out of your way to maybe
draw a few diagrams, or use color in your work to help them understand what you are trying to teach. You
are also one to correct another in order to save them from circumstances/conditions that will put them in a
dead end. When someone hits a “dead end” such as death, homelessness or some kind of blockade of
understanding there will be chances they won’t be coming back to continue their journey because it’ll be too
difficult and out of the way to save them.
Body of Service> Healer> Grow, Nurture and Mend
As a healer we aid in growth; we allow people to gain knowledge, experience and wisdom so they can grow.
We give them a way to find what they are looking for in life by whatever means. We are nurturers of life in
that we provide for those in trouble and help the healing process go by faster. We also mend those who are in
pain and suffering. Through the words of love and show that we care we create a process where the person
begins to heal.

Book: The Eternal; Book of Life

Chapter: Body of service
Paragraph: Creator, Teacher and Healer
Sentences: Give, Sustain and Take, Educate, Provide and Correct, Grow, Nurture and Mend
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Book 2 Ethos syndicate; The Book of Star
Chapter 1: Identity
Identity: the ideas, qualities and beliefs that make a particular person or group.

Identity> Courage, Truth and Love
Courage: mental or moral strength to venture, persevere, and withstand danger, fear, or difficulty.
Truth: the things that are fact, the quality or state of being true.
Love: a feeling of strong or constant affection and unconditional positive feelings for people/place/thing.
Sentences> Nothingness, Darkness, Emptiness, Goodness, Beauty, Truth, Will to Change, Emotions,
Intellect, Changes, Attributes and Consciousness.
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Nothingness
Absolute silence in a mind is necessary for thoughts to come through. Silence in a classroom is necessary for
the voice of a teacher to be heard. Space in a spokes of a wheel is necessary for it to work properly. There are
many ways nothingness can be handy but it is very necessary indeed.
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Darkness
When speaking about darkness; it is good to know where your darkness lies and to see it and monitor it. Not
to focus on it but to keep it in peripheral sight. The need to define your darkness is something necessary in
order to be free of any hold it has on you. Insight and understanding of it’s nature and why it is dark may give
a better perspective. In the end there is always light no matter how dark it gets once it is understood with
darkness lifted it will be many times brighter. Short tempers, lust, curiosity of unknown, deviant fantasy,
abuse, death are namely the ones that are in the general mainstream.
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Emptiness
When speaking about Emptiness you are talking about the times when you needed space from people, room
to breathe and move about. It’s the emptiness that brings you boredom and boredom brings you to a whole
new level of creativity. It is emptiness that gives you space to fill in that void with something wholesome and
good like knowledge. An empty slate is what a person needs to start something new and emptiness brings
about this new inspiration to fill the void.
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Goodness
Goodness is in that of high quality, to be virtuous and righteous.
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Beauty
the qualities in a person or a thing that give pleasure to the senses or the mind.
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Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Truth
the things that are fact, the quality or state of being true.
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Will to Change
the ability to make different in some unspecified way. To be open to change.
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Emotions
a strong feeling from the heart/spirit/mind.
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Intellect
the ability to think in a logical way
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Changes
to become different
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Attributes
an inherent characteristic
Identity> Courage, Truth and Love> Consciousness
the quality or state of being aware especially of something within oneself

Science>
knowledge about or study of the natural world based on facts learned through experiments and observation
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom>
-Energy: the physical or mental strength that allows you to do things
-Responsibility: a duty or task that you are required or expected to do
-Wisdom: knowledge of what is proper or reasonable through experience/knowledge.

Sentences> Relinquishment, Lightness, Evenness, Argument, Empiricism, Simplicity, Humility,
Perfectionism, Precision, Scholarship, Void and Curiosity.
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Relinquishment>
-To give something up by test of fire. A cleansing process of what you want to keep based on your virtues.
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Lightness
-Relieve yourself of constraints and let the natural current take you.
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Evenness
-Do not fight for one side or another, be transparent.
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Argument
-Test yourself through honesty so that reality can judge you.
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Empiricism
-To rely on practical experience
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Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Simplicity
-The state of being simple, uncomplicated, or uncompounded
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Humility
-The quality or state of being humble.
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Perfectionism
-The doctrine that the perfection of moral character constitutes a person’s highest good
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Precision
-Exactly or sharply defined or stated
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Scholarship
-To have studied a subject for a long time and know a lot about it : to be that person who is intelligent and
well-educated who knows a particular subject very well.
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Void
-State of mind reading anticipation.
Science> Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom> Curiosity
-Desire to know.
Humanism>
a system of values and beliefs that is based on the idea that people are basically good and that problems can
be solved using reason instead of religion.
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption>
Hope: to cherish a desire with anticipation.
Faith: strong belief or trust in someone or something
Redemption: the act of making something better or more acceptable.

Humanism> Humility, Prudence, Wisdom, Patience, Reserve, Gentleness, Zeal, Vigilance, Piety, Generosity,
Gravity and Silence>
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Humility>
-The quality or state of not thinking you are better than other people
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Prudence
-Careful good judgment that allows someone to avoid danger or risks
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Wisdom
-Knowledge of what is proper or reasonable
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Patience
-Able to remain calm and not become annoyed when waiting for a long time or when dealing with problems
or difficult people
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Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Reserve
-To find self control; to keep to yourself for a special or future use
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Gentleness
-Having or showing a kind and quiet nature
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Zeal
-A strong feeling of interest and enthusiasm that makes someone very eager or determined to do something.
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Vigilance
-Alertly watchful especially to avoid danger.
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Piety
-Devotion to God : the quality or state of being pious.
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Generosity
-The quality of being kind, understanding, and not selfish
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Gravity
-A very serious quality or condition : the condition of being grave or serious
Humanism> Hope, Faith and Redemption> Silence
-To know when to start and stop talking.

Religion>
an organized system of beliefs, ceremonies, and rules used to worship a god or a group of gods.
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost.
Son: View from 1st person (son)
Father: View from 2nd person (father)
Holy Ghost: View from 3rd person (spirit)

Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Compassion, Valor, Justice, Sacrifice, Honor, Spirituality, Humility,
Friendship, Generosity, Courtesy, Piety, and Honesty.
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Compassion>
-Sympathetic consciousness of others’ distress together with a desire to alleviate it.
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Valor
-Strength of mind or spirit that enables a person to encounter danger with firmness.
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Justice
-The process or result of using laws to fairly judge and punish crimes and criminals.
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Sacrifice
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-The act of giving up something that you want to keep especially in order to get or do something else or to
help someone.
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Honor
-Respect that is given to someone who is admired.
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Spirituality
-The quality or state of being concerned with religion or religious matters
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Humility
-The quality or state of being humble
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Friendship
-One attached to another by affection or esteem.
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Generosity
-The quality of being kind, understanding, and not selfish.
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Courtesy
-Polite behaviour that shows respect for other people
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Piety
-Marked by or showing reverence for deity and devotion to divine worship
Religion> Son, Father and Holy Ghost> Honesty
-fairness and straightforwardness of conduct

Book: Ethos Syndicate; Book of Star

Chapter: Identity, Science, Humanism or Religion.

Paragraph: Courage, Truth and Love. Energy, Responsibility and Wisdom. Hope, Faith and
Redemption. Father, Son and Holy Ghost.

Sentence: Nothingness, Darkness, Emptiness, Goodness, Beauty, Truth, Will to Change, Emotions, Intellect,
Changes, Attributes and Consciousness. Relinquishment, Lightness, Evenness, Argument, Empiricism,
Simplicity, Humility, Perfectionism, Precision, Scholarship, Void and Curiosity. Humility, Prudence, Wisdom,
Patience, Reserve, Gentleness, Zeal, Vigilance, Piety, Generosity, Gravity and Silence. Compassion, Valor,
Justice, Sacrifice, Honor, Spirituality, Humility, Friendship, Generosity, Courtesy, Piety, and Honesty.
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Divinity; The Trilogy of Three Worlds
Intro: The three worlds that are of the lowest, medium and highest forms of realities are; Hell, Earth and
Heaven. These are the 3 main parallel universes that allow us to perceive the world as we do today. The Past,
Present and Future all simultaneously making it’s chapters to make one full book that is the Trilogy of the
Three Worlds. The Book is a reference to the entirety of time itself with these 3 realms acting as the
oscillation of life past, present and future. It is this depth that we see the light model in its fullest and purest
of forms. It is at its brightest by contrast with the dark which defines it. And with earth as the medium they
have standards that they can imbue in us. The model of light is a replication of the Human DNA through a
process I call the humanization of Light. The humanization of light is the process where i organize, decipher
and arrange light so that it fits the model of light that is based on wave, particle and oscillation. In this book
you will read about Hell, Earth and Heaven and some general/debatable questions and answers to the what,
when, why and how of what they are.

Hell of the tormented; It is a place of sadness and pain where those who die and get lost through the process
of life go. It is also home of Demons and other deviant forces. Questions that Arise what are they known for.
How do they behave as a society/individuals. What are they made of in this world/dimension? What are their
ideals? We will understand them a little more exploring these possible worlds the extremes of all worlds.
Heaven, Hell and Earth.

HELL IS: (Book of Dark)
Categories: (Devouring and Torment) Abyss, Empty Suffering and Nothingness.
Behavioral: (Demon conscience, Demon nature) Rage, Cast Rank and Discord.
Form: (Duality of deviant functions) Sound, Earth and Darkness.
Idealism: (Carnage and Failing) Destruction, Hate and Legion.

From what i understand Devouring and torment are the two things they invest in. The actual study
of Abyss is about the absence of god where darkness dwells and grows clawing it’s way into existence. Life
for them is about eternal empty suffering and just enjoying pain for no reason. Pain, suffering and
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disturbance of another person is their sustenance and fear is what fuels them. The study of suffering is about
prime evil, pure emotional hatred and destructiveness which is what they hold to their empty hearts. They
believe living in a misshapen/formless/mutated form is ideal and specialize in spirit and possession. They
have no general physical body shape and live in the space of nothingness.
Behavioral: Demon conscience and Demon nature are the 2 natures they oscillate between in a force
called Rage. They live in a cast rank of evolution, the strongest, biggest and most vicious alpha male at the
top. They hold deviancy in evolution most high. And they are devoted to Discord and disorder so that there
may never be form and unity with anything. They are the adversary force in life always going against
someone’s will.
Their forms are very basic and ancient. They live in a world of sound where anything living attracts them. The
closer you are the more likely they will attach to you. The Earth is their identity and basis of their form they
are made of Earth; i think it also involves some form of biological building element like sulfur, carbon or
crystal (combination?). Demons are soulless and wandering without a home; Lost and always angry. They are
made of darkness and exist where light is absent. They also live in the world of ideas to manifest as a body,
their gateway is through voluntary invitation.
Carnage and failing is the oscillation between their ideal of Destruction. Carnage brings them into a frenzy of
dilated instinctive behavior. Hatred is is their ideal state of being in that the more they hate the stronger and
more fierce they become. Legion is what they call their form of collective or unity, they are strategic,
contemplating and brooding force that just seek to overwhelm through numbers and forces.

Earth of the brave; The place where we are thrown into, in this strange world we struggle to define ourselves,
relieve suffering and to make ends meet all at once. It is the cross path to other realities, the medium of all
worlds. It is a trial to see what we learn and a test of the heart’s strength. Questions that arise what are
we known for. How do we behave as a society/individuals. What are we made of in this world/dimension?
What are our ideals? We will understand us a little more exploring these possible worlds the extremes of all
worlds. Heaven, Hell and Earth.

EARTH IS: (Book of Earth)
Categories: (Creation, Evolution) Science, Humanism and Religion
Behavioral: (human conscience, human nature) Chaos, Identity and Order.
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Form: (duality of negative and positive functions) Wave, Particle and Oscillation.
Idealism: (Redeeming and faltering) Redemption, Hope and Faith.

On Earth there is 2 dominant forms of science; One built on Creationism (that we were made) and one
about Evolution (that we grew). Both Biblical and Science say that it was the big bang that was beginning of
life and were told in different manners. That it was created by hand of god and through a giant explosion
called the big bang. The three topics in life that describe the history, progress and ideas Earth has is through
Science, Humanism and Religion. Humanism is based on our human condition and what is required to
sustain, nurture and grow as a people. Religion is based on our driven history, where we came from and
where we want to go based on ethics, virtue and code.
Our behavioral structure is based on human conscience and human nature, oscillating between the two
worlds to create what is called chaos. Chaos is defined as: a state of things where chance is supreme and that
is the world we are living, a chance of hitting jack pot all the way down to low down poverty. Our objective
on Earth is to define our identity and searching until the end of our life to determine who we are as a people
and as a person. Our purpose, our function and our legacy; our world is built around order in that everything
has a place, time and means. In saying this we are built around a system of service and love just like the
angelic world except that is just the idea we are gravitating towards. Down here we are just trying to work
towards redeeming ourselves by what ever means preserving our hope and sustaining our faith(god?).
On earth our purest elementary form is that of a double helix and particle held together in place
by oscillation. This is the human DNA but it is also a mimic of the Humanized Light. This is significant in
that this structure is the most universal form of what all organic matter related to light is made of.
The Wave of male energy and female energy working together to achieve balance is part of the system. Ideally
this is what humanized light would look like. The particle is that which is photons which is the essence of
light; it’s identity and body. And the oscillation the order that holds the justice in the this micro world. It is
the thing that holds the planets and stars in orbit; as the moon around the earth and the Earth around the
Sun. It is this perfect balance that allows life to be sustained.
Our idealism on Earth is that: We are a redeeming species where we make mistakes in order to learn from
them, growing stronger, smarter and better than before. Faltering and redeeming ourselves is the oscillation
that we work between in order to grow. Hope is another component of life in that we depend on sources that
give us the ability to do certain things in order to grow and become strong in life. Hope is in the essence in
which all life and ideas springs from; without hope we are lost and unmotivated. Hope is like having a father
giving you sustenance, home and water in order to get through life. Hope is the ability to find opportunity in
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life. Faith is the ability to hold true to an idea to know that your parent is the one who will give you faith
about your future, all it’s opportunities and challenges. With combination of opportunity, function and
mindset we are able to accomplish anything on this Earth, we just need the place, time and means to get
there.
-for a clearer understanding its like:
“My son would be my compensation of life in order for me to prolong my legacy. He will have
complete faith in me as a father, his hopes will be only restricted by how well i perform, and his
redemption will further his education about his world around him and grow.”
Taken from my post “Deciphering the Old Trinity”.

Heaven is divine; It is the glorious place where those who die and are worthy go. It is also home of Angels
and other divine beings. Questions that Arise what are they known for. How do they behave as a
society/individuals. What are they made of in this world/dimension? What are their ideals? We will
understand them a little more exploring these possible worlds the extremes of all worlds. Heaven, Hell and
Earth.

HEAVEN IS: (Book of Light)
Categories: (Stars and space) Cosmos, Eternity and Divinity.
Behavioral: (Angelic conscience, Angelic nature) Joy, Hierarchy and Unity.
Form: (Duality of condensed functions) Frequency, Core and Radiance.
Idealism: (Glorifying and Falling) Honor, Love and Service.

The world of studies Heaven excels at and known for is the Cosmos, Eternity and Divinity. They Study the
stars and space possibly aligning our stars with the stars of the sky to read who we are in the study of
the Cosmos. The study of Eternity is of life and death and experiencing life as a collective species, reliving
moments in a different time/dimension and space it’s effects and differences based on
environment/circumstance/conditions and of course experience through god experience (seeing through
omnipotent eyes). Divinity is the state of coming from god; To hold his virtues, wisdom and talents and the
study of how they came to be and what practices are needed to become who they are.
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Their behavior is the oscillation of angelic conscience and angelic nature bringing forth joy. They as a species
are the embodiment of joy and spread joy to all they see. If we are unhappy they are unhappy; their empathy
is interconnected with our conscience by knowledge of our situation. Their System is built on a Hierarchy of
angels depending on the responsibilities, abilities and interests of the Angel. Their hierarchy consists of the
Seraphim, Churubim, Throne, Dominion, Virtues, Powers, Principalities, Archangels and Angels. They are
built around Unity system as they act as one collective with many hands almost like one conscience but they
are really individual people trying to mimic God’s goodness himself.
Their form is interesting and is complete with frequency of wave, some kind of molten/energycore, and
a radiance of many stars able to generate great healing through touch, properties of growth, energy and
healing. Great and powerful; able to sustain (through influence, ideas) and nurture a network of people,
families and lives. Their DNA is more packed with information and probably have more complex strands of
DNA; allowing more functions, talents and interests.
Their system of Idealism is that they highly value honor through glory and falling, their greatest form of
power is their love and service; it is what they strive for. Their idealism of glory and falling; Is like ours of
redemption, except they are empowered by glorifying gods name through their work. Success gives them
credit to earn merit and credibility among others of their kind. Love is the strongest force in existence in that
it nurtures, creates passion and empowers a person to grow and be strong. Service is the function of the
angels in that they have talents that allow a person to reach their potential.
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A final synthesis Book of Infinity; Hero's words tree:

Book of Infinity; Hero's words tree: Purpose, Function and Paradigm. Manifestation.
(1) Purpose: Consciousness, Identity and Ideals. Intuitive values.
(2) Function: Power, Wisdom and Courage. Passion.
(3) Paradigm: Perseverance, Redemption and Love. Transcendence
(4) Manifestation: Teleportation, Time Travel and Telepathy. Materialization.

Book of inifinity: This one was a unique project. It is what constitutes the hero of infinity. It's not
balanced but it can act independently. It may need future tweaking. The world of space requires great
power, wisdom and courage to advance. The world of time is a world of depth to progress and it
requires your consciousness, identity and ideals to develop. The world of dimensions asks that you
understand the nature of life that is perseverance, redemption and love to improve. These qualities are
what allow you to evolve and change in body, mind and spirit. At the core of each tetrahedron is
purpose, function and paradigm. This structure is said to be a vehicle that can transcend through time,
space and dimension theoretically. This was my attempt at an engineered hero, my fascination with them
becomes a fixation sometimes. This last one might be a fictional mutant monster baby but i love it
anyways.

(1)Purpose: Active reason why something is done or used.
Consciousness: The condition of being conscious; the normal state of being awake and able to understand
what is happening around you
Identity: The distinguishing character or personality of an individual
Ideals: Relating to or constituting mental images of perfection.
Intuitive Values: based on or agreeing with what is known or understood without any proof or evidence :
known or understood by intuition
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(2) Function: A special purpose or activity for which a thing exists or is used.
Power: Physical, mental or moral efficacy.
Wisdom: Knowledge of what is proper or reasonable.
Courage: Mental or moral strength to venture, persevere, and withstand danger, fear, or difficulty.
Passion: A strong feeling of enthusiasm or excitement for something or about doing something

(3) Paradigm: A theory or a group of ideas about how something should be done, made, or thought about
Perseverance: Continued effort to do or achieve something despite difficulties, failure, or opposition
Redemption: The act of making something better or more acceptable
Love: Unselfish loyal and benevolent concern for the good of another.
Transcendence: Going beyond the limits of ordinary experience

(4) Manifestation: An ability, form or function that occurs through ritual or gift.
Teleportation: the act or process of moving an object or person by psychokinesis.
Time travel: Time travel is the process of traveling through time, traversing into the past, present or future.

Telepathy: a way of communicating thoughts directly from one person's mind to another person's mind without
using words or signals.

Materialization: to begin to happen or exist : to occur or become real
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